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Abstract

Earlier it has been reported that there exist correlation attacks on RC6
with 128-bit blocks with a reduced number of rounds. In this note it is
investigated how well RC6 with 256-bit blocks resists such attacks.

1 Introduction

RC6 was a candidate block cipher submitted to NIST for consideration as the
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES). RC6 (see [9]) is an evolutionary devel-
opment of RC5.

In [6] correlations in ten bits of the input and ten bits in the output of two
consecutive rounds of RC6 were shown. It was further shown that these corre-
lations can be iterated to several more rounds. Estimates showed that reduced
round versions of RC6 with up to 15 rounds exhibit non-random behaviour.
Similar work appeared in [1].

In the following we briefly recall the description of RC6 for w-bit words, see
Figure 1. For a detailed description we refer to [9]. The user-key has length
b bytes and the 4w-bit plaintext block is loaded into words A,B, C,D. These
four w-bit words also contain the ciphertext at the end. The key-schedule (see
[9]) expands the user-key into subkeys S[0], S[1], ..., S[2r + 3]. In our considera-
tions we shall not make use of the detailed description of the key-schedule, but
we assume the subkeys to be uniformly random. To describe the encryption
algorithm the following notation is used: (A,B, C, D) = (B,C, D,A) means the
parallel assignment of values on the right to registers on the left. Moreover,
a× b denotes integer multiplication modulo 2w, a << lg w means fixed rotation
of the w-bit word a by lg w, the base-two logarithm of w, and a << b denotes
rotation of a to the left by the amount given by the least significant lg w bits
of b.
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Input: Plaintext stored in four w-bit registers A,B, C, D
Number r of rounds
w-bit round keys S[0], ..., S[2r + 3]

Output: Ciphertext stored in A, B,C, D

Procedure: B = B + S[0]
D = D + S[1]
for i = 1 to r do

{
t = (B × (2B + 1)) << lg w
u = (D × (2D + 1)) << lg w
A = ((A⊕ t) << u) + S[2i]
C = ((C ⊕ u) << t) + S[2i + 1]
(A,B,C, D) = (B, C,D, A)

}
A = A + S[2r + 2]
C = C + S[2r + 3]

Figure 1: Encryption with RC6-w/r/b.

2 χ2 tests

In this section we recall how to distinguish a random source with unknown
probability distribution pX from a random source with uniform distribution pU .
A common tool for this task is the χ2 test, which is briefly recalled together
with some useful facts (see e.g., [4], [5], [7], [11]).

Let X = X0, X1, ..., Xn−1 be independent and identically distributed random
variables taking values in the set {a0, a1, ..., am−1} with unknown probability
distribution. Then the χ2 test is used to decide if an observation X0, X1, ..., Xn−1

is consistent with the hypothesis Pr{X = aj} = p(j) for 0 ≤ j < m, where
pX = {p(j)} is a (discrete) probability distribution on a set of m elements. Let
Naj (X) denote the number of times the observation X takes on the value aj .
Then obviously

∑
i Naj (X) = n. The χ2 statistic is the random variable defined

by

χ2 =
m∑

j=1

(Naj (X)− np(j))2/np(j) (1)

For the uniform distribution pU , the χ2 statistic is just m/n
∑

i(Naj (X)−n/m)2.
In a χ2 test, the observed χ2 statistic is compared to χ2

a,m−1, the threshold for
the χ2 test with m− 1 degrees of freedom and with significance level a. In this
paper we shall specifically need the threshold values for 1023 and 4095 degrees
of freedom, as shown in Tables 1 and 2. For example, the entry 1131 for 0.99
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in Table 1 says that the expression m/n
∑

i(Naj
(X) − n/m)2 for large n will

exceed 1131 only in 1% of the time, provided the underlying distribution of the
observation X is indeed uniform.

Level 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 0.95 0.99 0.999 0.9999
χ2 1022 1033 1046 1060 1081 1098 1131 1168 1200

Table 1: Selected threshold values of the χ2 distribution with 1023 degrees of
freedom.

Level 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 0.95 0.99 0.999 0.9999
χ2 4094 4117 4141 4170 4211 4244 4308 4380 4440

Table 2: Selected threshold values of the χ2 distribution with 4095 degrees of
freedom.

For practical experiments the question arises how large the size n of the obser-
vation should be in order to detect that a distribution pX is nonuniform. In
order to estimate n, consider the bias of a probability distribution pX defined
by the distance measure

||pX − pU || =
∑

j

(pX(j)− pU (j))2 (2)

From [4] we quote the expected value of the χ2 statistic (1) of a distribution
pX , as well as some useful conclusions:

EXχ2 = nm||pX − pU ||+ m−m||pX || (3)

For the case of the uniform distribution this implies EUχ2 = m−1. Moreover it
follows that for n = c/||pX−pU || the expected value is EXχ2 = cm+m−m||pX ||.
Since in practical cases often ||pX || ≈ ||pU ||, this simplifies to EXχ2 ≈ (c+1)m−
1. Thus EXχ2 differs from EUχ2 significantly, if c = Ω(1). As a conclusion, the
size n = c/||pX − pU || of the observation suffices to distinguish a source with
distribution pX from a source with uniform distribution. Clearly, the constant
c needs to be larger for higher significance level a.

3 Correlations in RC6

In [6] the authors fix the least significant five bits in the words A and C of the
input of one round of RC6 and investigate the statistics of the 10-bit integer
obtained by concatenating the least significant five bits in the words A′′ and C ′′

every two rounds later. This is motivated by the fact that the least significant
five bits in A and C altogether are not changed by the xor and data dependent
rotation if both rotation amounts are zero. More generally, one can expect a
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r #Texts χ2 Conf. level #Tests
2 213 1096 0.95 20
2 214 1196 0.999 20
4 229 1096 0.95 20
4 230 1163 0.998 20

Table 3: RC6 with 128-bit blocks and r rounds. Expected χ2 for a random
function is 1023.

bias for amounts smaller than five. It was demonstrated that this leads to strong
biases which can be iterated over many rounds, just as linear approximations.

The complexities of the attacks in [6] were obtained from extensive exper-
iments on RC6 with 32-bit, 64-bit, and 128-bit blocks with a relative small
number of rounds. The results were extrapolated to RC6 versions with a larger
number of rounds. A closer study [10] of the complexities of these attacks con-
firmed the estimates in [6].

Next it is investigated how the attacks of [6] on RC6 with 64-bit and 128-
bit blocks perform on RC6 with 256-bit blocks. The reader is assumed to be
familiar with the results of [6].

3.1 χ2 statistic of RC6 with 128 and 256-bit blocks

First we note that the approach in [10] is difficult for RC6 with 256-bit blocks.
For 128-bit blocks [10] computed a 1024×1024 transition matrix for the ten
bits in question. This matrix was then multiplied by itself and to some key-
dependent matrix to compute the correlation over several rounds of RC6. For
256-bit blocks a corresponding approach would require storage of and multipli-
cation of matrices with 4096 rows and 4096 columns.

Instead an attempt is made to extrapolate the results of tests on a reduced
number of rounds to RC6 with 256-bit blocks. Here one fixes the least significant
six bits in the words A and C of the input to zero bits.

Consider r-round versions of RC6 with word size 32 and 64 bits. Table 3
shows the results of implemented tests for 32-bit words and with r = 2 and
r = 4 rounds. Table 4 shows similar correlation tests on 12 bits in the input
and output of two rounds of RC6 with 256-bit blocks.

4 Potential attacks

It seems possible to exploit the findings in the previous sections to distinguish
RC6 with a certain number of rounds from a permutation randomly chosen
from the set of all permutations. In the previous sections we fixed bits in the
first and third plaintext words. As shown in [6] this makes good sense when
implementing key-recovery attacks. In a distinguishing attack it is advantageous
to fix the least significant bits in the second and fourth words instead. Table 5
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r #Texts χ2 Conf. level #Tests
2 213 4130 0.65 100
2 214 4145 0.71 100
2 215 4193 0.86 100
2 216 4293 0.98 100
2 217 4465 0.9999 100
4 234 4134 0.67 10
4 235 4194 0.86 10

Table 4: RC6 with 256-bit blocks and r rounds. Expected χ2 for a random
function is 4095.

lists the results of tests implemented for RC6 with 128-bit blocks with 3 and 5
rounds. and 256-bit blocks with 3 rounds.

r #Texts χ2 Comments
3 213 1079 Implemented
3 213.8 1100 Implemented
3 214 1141 Implemented
5 229 1054 Implemented
5 230 1099 Implemented
7 246.2 Estimated
9 262.4 Estimated
11 278.6 Estimated
13 294.8 Estimated
15 2111.0 Estimated

Table 5: Complexities for distinguishing RC6 with 128-bit blocks and r rounds
from a random function. “Implemented” means averages over 20 tests.

It was estimated [6] that for RC6 with 128-bit blocks and 3 + 2s rounds a
χ2-test would distinguish the version from random using 213.8+s×16.2 texts.

From tests on RC6 with 256-bit blocks and three rounds together with test
results from the previous section it is estimated that for RC6 with 256-bit blocks
and 3 + 2s rounds a χ2-test would distinguish the version from random using
216+s×20 texts. Table 6 lists the estimated complexities for this RC6 variant
with up to 25 rounds.
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